
TAKING REFUGE IN THE THREE JEWELS


We need to think and contemplate upon our reasons for taking refuge to make sure our practice is 
realistic and sincere and wholehearted.  There is no effect without a cause, in the same way true 
refuge requires two causes, a mind which has fear of the lower realms, the sufferings of samsara 
in general and the sufferings of all living beings.  The second cause for true refuge is a deep belief 
in the Three Jewels and their power to protect you from those sufferings.  


Shantideva said:  


	 Just as on a dark cloudy night 
	 A flash of lightning illuminates all for an instant, 
	 So in the world, through the might of the Buddha, 
	 A meritorious thought rarely and briefly appears. 

Refuge can be considered from three perspectives:


Taking refuge in the Three Jewels to escape the sufferings of the three lower realms.  Path of 
small scope.

Taking refuge in the Three Jewels to escape from the miseries of cyclic existence by attaining 
liberation.  Path of the medium scope.

Taking refuge in the Three Jewels in order to achieve enlightenment for the benefit of all sentient 
beings, to remove all their suffering and lead them to enlightenment.  Path of great scope.


	 IDENTIFYING THE OBJECTS OF REFUGE


MAITREYA’S Sublime Continuum of the Great Vehicle, gives eight characteristics to define the 
Buddha Jewel:


	 Non-produced, spontaneously achieved, 
	 Not realised by the conception of others, 
	 Endowed with wisdom, compassion and power, 
	 Only Buddha has the two purposes. 

Non-produced:  the nature of the Buddha is unconditioned and permanent.  Beyond birth and 
decay.  No beginning or end.  Pure of faults.

Spontaneously achieved:  the Buddhas accomplish all activities effortlessly because they are free 
of the limits of conceptuality.

Not realised by the conception of others:  The qualities of a Buddha are beyond the concept of 
those who are not Buddhas.  We are ordinary people and can’t even begin to conceive the extent 
of the Buddha’s qualities.

Endowed with wisdom:  wisdom perceiving two truths.  

Endowed with compassion:  the compassion to show others the path he has trodden.

Endowed with power:  the Buddha has the power to release sentient beings from suffering and 
their delusions by teaching the Dharma through his wisdom and compassion.

Having the two purposes:  The purpose of accomplishing the benefit for self and the purpose of 
accomplishing benefit for others.  


The Buddha is free of two obscurations:  to liberation and omniscience.


There are two types of Buddha Jewel:  conventional and ultimate.  The emanation body and 
enjoyment body are the conventional Buddha Jewel.  Wisdom truth body and the nature body are 
the  ultimate Buddha Jewel.


Buddha’s holy mind is omniscient.  It can simultaneously perceive past, present and future.  The 
karma, delusions and personality of each living being and all the elements of existence.




DHARMA


	 Maitreya:

	 Inconceivable, free from both, non-conceptual, 
	 Pure, clear, antidote to the opposite, 
	 Freedom from attachment and the means to that 
	 Being defined by the two truths, is the Dharma.   

Definition of Dharma Jewel:  completely purified truth in the continuum of a Superior being.  It has 
any of the eight qualities:


Inconceivable:  true cessation is the object of meditative equipoise of only a Superior being, 
beyond the concept of an ordinary being.

Free from both:  true cessation is free from either or both:  contaminated karma and delusion.

Non-conceptual:  true cessation is not superimposed by way of concept.

Pure:  true path is pure of delusions etc.

Clear:  clearly perceiving conventional and ultimate truths.

Antidote to the opposite:  true path is the antidote to the three poisons etc.

Freedom from attachment and the means to that.  Freedom from attachment is true cessation, 
and the means to that is the path of cessation.

Being defined by the two truths is the Dharma:  this is the last two of the four noble truths, true 
cessation and true path, which are the Dharma Jewels.


	 THE SANGHA


	 Maitreya:

	 By reason of: purity; perceiving as it is, all that is, 
	 And the inner realisation of both, 
	 The assembly of the ‘wise, irreversible ones’ 
	 Are endowed with unsurpassable qualities. 

The Sangha refuge is a Superior being possessing any of the eight good qualities of realisation 
and freedom.  Superior being is one who has attained the path of insight, gaining realisation of the 
non-self existence of self and phenomena.


Perceiving as it is:  the Superior’s direct perception of the ultimate truth.

All that is:  Superior’s perception of the conventional truth of phenomena.

And the inner realisation of both:  inner realisation in the continuum of the Superior:  conventional 
and ultimate truths.

Realisation:  the implication is a quality and the realisation of the three above.

Purity of:  being free from the obstructions to liberation.

Purity of:  free from the obscurations to omniscience.

Purity of:  being free from being obstructed by inferior motivation, holding the lesser goal of 
liberation.

Purify of:  freedom from a Superior’s respective objects of abandonment.

First four qualities are classified as being ‘realisation’ and the last four are ‘freedom’.


	 WHY THE BUDDHA IS A SUITABLE OBJECT OF REFUGE


1. FREE FROM ALL FEAR.  Having attained complete tranquility and a state of fearlessness, the 
Buddha can guide us out of our fear and out of samsara.  If somebody has not realised the 
path of cessation and the cessation of suffering, they cannot benefit living beings.  The 
Buddha has these realisations.


2. THE BUDDHA HAS THE SKILFUL MEANS TO FREE OTHERS FROM FEAR.  He is skilful in 
pacifying disciples.  He can deal with all the problems faced by all types of beings.


3.   BUDDHA HAS GREAT COMPASSION AND LOVE FOR ALL WITHOUT DISCRIMINATION. 




      He never favours one person over another.  His love and compassion are equal.

4.   THE BUDDHA BENEFITS ALL SENTIENT BEINGS, WHETHER THEY HAVE HELPED HIM

      OR NOT.  Most ordinary people only look after those they feel close to and hold dear.  


THE QUALITIES OF THE BUDDHA


THE BUDDHA’S BODY:  32 major and 80 minors signs.  The cause of these 112 signs is a major 
accumulation of positive karma and merit.  


BUDDHA POTENTIAL:  Shakyamuni Buddha practised the six perfections and meditated for many  
lifetimes as a Bodhisattva before he achieved buddhahood.  Motivated by bodhicitta, he gave his 
body, flesh, wealth and possessions in extraordinary acts of generosity.  All living beings have the 
potential to become enlightened, because we all have “Buddha nature” which is the pure nature 
of the mind.  At the moment, that nature is obscured by karma and delusion.  By removing that 
karma and delusion and actualising the nature of the mind, empty of obstructions, we can all 
become enlightened.  

The Buddha potential of every living being has two aspects:  developing potential and natural 
potential.  Developing potential is virtuous minds.  The continuum of those virtuous minds when 
fully developed turn into the omniscient mind of a Buddha.  We all have some trace of 
compassion.  As we develop that compassion through our studies and meditation, finally 
becomes fully developed and becomes the compassion of a Buddha.  The natural potential is the 
emptiness of inherent existence of the virtuous minds.  It is called natural because it is the nature 
of those virtuous minds.  Their true nature is their lack of inherent existence.


Next week:  the Four Bodies of a Buddha.


